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Abstract

The paper describes our initial effort to use Transformer-based neural networks for understanding and presenting oral history archives. Such archives of interviews often contain large passages of the interviewee’s speech. Our approach automatically generates relevant questions, which enrich such monotonous parts and allows the listener to better orient in the interview. The generated questions also allow for finding interesting parts of the interview without changing the original meaning of the testimony. We present our working pipeline consisting of a Wav2Vec speech recognizer, BERT-based punctuation detection, T5 asking questions model, and BERT-based semantic continuity model.
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1. Introduction

Oral history archives are a large source of historical knowledge. Different institutions are collecting interviews and testimonies related to major historical topics. Many of the well-known archives are related to Holocaust, for example, the USC Shoah Foundation Visual History Archive or the collection of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum. The archives are multi-lingual large-scale collections of audio or audiovisual interviews following a similar scenario. For example, the Holocaust witnesses giving testimonies for USC Shoah Foundation completed a 50-page-long questionnaire asking for names, dates, and experiences from before, after, and during the Holocaust and World War II. Interviewers are expected to familiarize themselves with the survivor’s history so that relevant questions can be asked. The Foundation Interviewer Guidelines include “helpful hints” for interview questions and suggest attention to chronology over stream-of-consciousness narration. The instructions also propose ways the interviewer might deal with certain subjects [1].

Listening to huge quantities of audio materials is impractical for a common user. On the other side, the testimonies provided by the interviewees were intended to give evidence of historical events, and it is not ethical to change the meaning or cherry-pick single facts from a given interview. Many efforts to provide access to such archives were proposed in recent research works, including speech-to-text technologies [2] and spoken-term detection methods [3]. Other approaches used traditional information retrieval methods [4]. However, the most used method for accessing the archives is a keyword search in automatically / manually created transcripts.

This paper proposes an innovative approach that integrates the above-mentioned technologies. The approach generates a new question-answer structure on top of the existing interview transcripts. The questions are automatically generated with related answers for a specific interview fragment. The questions can be indexed and time-aligned with the audio so the user can quickly get to interesting parts of the interview. The questions complement the interviewer and are helpful in passages where only the interviewee speaks. In other words, the questions can be understood as “open-set topics” related to the testimony. It is important to stress that the questions do not change the meaning of the testimony because the related parts of the original interview are presented as an answer. The rich set of such questions also encourages the user to search for the answers. In contrast to the question-answering methods, we use the term asking questions for our approach (abbreviated as AQ in contrast to question answering – QA).

2. Asking questions framework

The main motivation of our approach is similar to the recently published Doc2Query [5]. Doc2Query was proposed for information retrieval from textual sources. Since the spoken interviews contain mainly spontaneous speech without any inherent grammatical structure, we had to design methods for this use case. This work focused on English USC Shoah Foundation data, but the approach is not limited to a specific language.

As a speech recognizer, we trained the recent Wav2Vec 2.0 end-to-end model with a lower-case n-gram language model estimated from CommonCrawl data. For English, we achieved 12.9% word error rate (for comparison: OpenAI whisper-large model achieved 17.3% WER). In addition, the raw output of the speech recognizer was post-processed using automatic punctuation detection and casing reconstruction [6].

We can define a sliding window context using sentence-like units based on automatic punctuation. We use a T5-based asking questions (AQ) model for each context to generate one possible question related to this context. We also generate the answers to the questions because it helps the model generate more specific questions. The T5 AQ model was first fine-tuned using the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQUAD) [7] to generate the question and answer from a given textual context. This model was able to ask factual questions, but the interviews often contained utterances related to feelings, emotions, or relations mentioned in the context. We used the ChatGPT prompt to generate a SQUAD-like dataset of natural questions and answers based on spoken interviews. We wanted to secure the privacy of USC Shoah Foundation data, and therefore we used the proxy dataset This American Life [8] containing transcripts of podcast interviews. The T5 AQ model was then fine-tuned for the sec-
second time using these machine-generated "spontaneous speech transcripts."

Because the T5 model always generates the question-answer pair for a given context – even if the context does not contain any meaningful information (e.g., it is only a discourse marker) – we used a second model trained to classify the semantic continuity of the question-context pair. This way, only the questions which naturally precede the context can be presented to the user. The semantic continuity model is a BERT architecture producing two sentence-level embeddings: left- and right-embedding (Fig. 1). The idea of training objective is similar to Sentence-BERT [9]. We randomly sample two fragments of texts from the training textual data - Sentence1a and Sentence1b. Each fragment is then split on the sentence boundary into four fragments (1a, 1b, 2a, 2b). Therefore, the fragment b is a semantic continuation of fragment a. The network is trained to minimize distances between corresponding continuation pairs (d1, d2 → min, Fig. 1) and to maximize distances of two mismatching pairs (d3, d4 → max). The distances are based on the cosine similarity of the right-embedding vector and the following left-embedding vector. Finally, we use a sigmoid with trainable parameters to calibrate the distances into a [0; 1] score interval.

To summarize the processing steps: we first recognize the audio. Then the punctuation is inserted into the textual transcript, and word casing is restored. For each sliding context window, the questions are generated using the T5 AQ model, and the relevance score to the context is predicted using the semantic continuity model.

3. Example output
We used the described pipeline to automatically process testimonies from the YouTube channel of USC Shoah Foundation1. We designed a simplistic web user interface that displays the generated questions and the extracted answers. After clicking the question, the video playback starts from the given timestamp. A selected sample of asked questions, corresponding recognized contexts, and automatically extracted answers are shown in Fig. 2.

4. Conclusion & Future work
The demonstration shows our initial effort in generating contextual questions for the oral history interviews that help the user better understand the testimonies. Our future work should define the full experimental setup of this task, especially evaluation protocols, metrics, and datasets. Although the asking questions framework works completely offline, the evaluation procedure of spoken dialog systems could inspire our future work.
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